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During local adaptation with gene flow, some regions of the genome are inherently more responsive to selection than others. Recent

theory predicts that X-linked genes should disproportionately contribute to local adaptation relative to other genomic regions,

yet this prediction remains to be tested. We carried out a multigeneration crossing scheme, using two cline-end populations of

Drosophila melanogaster, to estimate the relative contributions of the X chromosome, autosomes, and mitochondrial genome

to divergence in four traits involved in local adaptation (wing size, resistance to heat, desiccation, and starvation stresses). We

found that the mitochondrial genome and autosomes contributed significantly to clinal divergence in three of the four traits. In

contrast, the X made no significant contribution to divergence in these traits. Given the small size of the mitochondrial genome,

our results indicate that it plays a surprisingly large role in clinal adaptation. In contrast, the X, which represents roughly 20%

of the Drosophila genome, contributes negligibly—a pattern that conflicts with theoretical predictions. These patterns reinforce

recent work implying a central role of mitochondria in climatic adaptation, and suggest that different genomic regions may play

fundamentally different roles in processes of divergence with gene flow.
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Environmental conditions vary across species’ ranges, leading

to selection for local adaptation (Haldane 1948; Endler 1977).

Nevertheless, the evolution of local adaptation is compromised

by gene flow across the species’ range and genetic drift in

peripheral populations (Yeaman and Otto 2011; Blanquart

et al. 2012). Strong gene flow can offset selection for genetic

divergence between populations, leading to sustained migration

loads and limited adaptation to local conditions (Garcı́a-Ramos

and Kirkpatrick 1997; Lenormand 2002; Kirkpatrick and Barton

2006). The harmful effects of migration may be compounded

by genetic drift in small populations within the range, including

those at range margins. In extreme cases, gene flow and drift
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can lead to the collapse of peripheral populations and restricted

species’ ranges (Polechová and Barton 2015; Connallon and

Sgrò 2018; Polechová 2018).

The scope of adaptive genetic differentiation between

populations depends on the balance between spatially varying

selection, gene flow, and drift—a balance that is likely to vary

across the genome. Some regions of the genome are inherently

more responsive to selection than others. For example, loci that

are the strongest determinants of local fitness may exhibit pro-

nounced population divergence, despite strong gene flow limiting

divergence through most of the genome (Hoban et al. 2016). Tight

physical linkage between locally adaptive alleles can also facili-

tate genetic divergence between populations, and favor inversions

that suppress recombination within locally adapted haplotypes

(Dobzhansky 1970; Kirkpatrick and Barton 2006; Via and West

2008; Nosil et al. 2009; Yeaman and Whitlock 2011). These

predictions can account for geographically variable inversion

polymorphisms that appear to play important roles in climatic

adaptation (e.g., Knibb et al. 1981; Krimbas and Powell 1992;
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CHROMOSOMAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO LOCAL ADAPTATION

Weeks et al. 2002; Anderson et al. 2003; Stefansson et al. 2005;

Kirkpatrick 2010; Lowry and Willis 2010; Kapun et al. 2016).

Chromosome-specific features of ploidy and sex-biased

inheritance can also affect the balance between local selection and

gene flow, leading to different opportunities for local adaptation

across the genome. For example, haploid expression of X-linked

genes in males (or of Z-linked genes in females) enhances

the expression of genetic variation for fitness and facilitates a

stronger response to selection at X-linked compared to autosomal

genes (Avery 1984). This effect can theoretically lead to faster

rates of X-linked than autosomal divergence between species

(Faster-X theory: Charlesworth et al. 1987; Orr 2010; Meisel and

Connallon 2013), and to disproportionate contributions of

X-linked genes to local adaptation with gene flow (Lasne et al.

2017; Connallon et al. 2018). Homoplasmic expression of

mitochondrial-encoded (mtDNA) genes may similarly enhance

the responsiveness of the mitochondrial genome to selection

(e.g., Bergstrom and Pritchard 1998), and thereby elevate

its contribution to local adaptation (see later). X-linked and

mitochondrial genes also exhibit sex-biased inheritance, with

the X transmitted twice as often through females as males, and

mitochondria exhibiting strict maternal inheritance. Because the

dispersal rates of females and males are often sexually dimorphic

(Trochet et al. 2016), sex-biased genetic transmission influences

the effective strength of gene flow for autosomal, X-linked, and

mitochondrial genes, leading to chromosomal differences in

evolutionary constraint due to gene flow (Hedrick 2007).

Few empirical studies to date have explicitly tested for

differential contributions of sex chromosomes, mitochondria, and

autosomes to local adaptation. Although several studies show

that X-linked genes often diverge more rapidly than autosomes

between species (see Meisel and Connallon 2013; Charlesworth

et al. 2018), there are currently little data on the contributions of

the X and autosomes to adaptive diversification within species

(but see Heyer and Segurel 2010; Lambert et al. 2010; Allen

et al. 2017). Likewise, although mitochondrial genomes are

known to contribute substantially to local adaptation in some

instances (e.g., Camus et al. 2017), the overall contribution of

mitochondrial genes to local adaptation remains an open question.

Here, we used a multigeneration crossing design to partition

the relative contributions of the autosomes, X chromosome, and

mitochondrial genome to adaptive differentiation between cline-

end populations of Drosophila melanogaster from eastern Aus-

tralia (one tropical and the other temperate). We first developed

simple population genetic models for local adaptation of X-linked,

autosomal, mitochondrial, and Y-linked genes, which illustrate

the heightened potential for genetic divergence of X-linked and

uniparentally inherited genes relative to those on autosomes. We

then tested these predictions by quantifying the contributions of

these different chromosomal classes to divergence in four eco-

logically important traits: heat resistance, starvation resistance,

desiccation resistance, and wing size. These traits display parallel

patterns of clinal divergence across the latitudinal gradients of

eastern Australia (James et al. 1995; Hoffmann et al. 2002; Hoff-

mann and Weeks 2007; Sgrò et al. 2010; Lasne et al. 2018), North

America (Schmidt et al. 2005), and India (Parkash and Munjal

1999; Parkash et al. 2012; Rajpurohit et al. 2013), highlighting

their likely importance in climatic adaptation in D. melanogaster.

The maintenance of these trait clines through time (James et al.

1995; Hoffmann et al. 2002; Hoffmann and Weeks 2007; Sgrò

et al. 2010; Lasne et al. 2018) and in spite of strong gene flow

across the latitudinal gradient in eastern Australia (Kennington

et al. 2003; Turner et al. 2008) further implies that their patterns

of divergence reflect responses to local selection. By combining

chromosome-specific estimates of trait divergence with line-cross

analysis of the dataset (e.g., Carson and Lande 1984; Reinhold

1998; Blackmon and Demuth 2016), we tested for elevated

contributions of each chromosome type to clinal divergence

relative to their baseline proportions in the Drosophila genome

(i.e., �80% of genes are autosomal, �20% are X-linked, and less

than 1% are mitochondrial-encoded; Adams et al. 2000; Wolff

et al. 2016). Our results suggest that genetic divergence between

these clinally adapted Drosophila populations is dominated by

autosomal and mitochondrial genes. We discuss these results,

including the unexpectedly low contribution of the X to trait

divergence, in light of theoretical predictions for the genetic

architecture of local adaptation.

Methods
THEORETICAL MODELS

To clarify the predicted contributions of autosomal, X-linked,

and uniparentally inherited genes to local adaptation, we applied

Moran’s classical model of divergence with gene flow between

a pair of populations (see Moran, 1959, 1962; Charlesworth and

Charlesworth 2010, ch. 4; Lasne et al. 2017; Charlesworth and

Barton 2018). Our application of Moran’s model accommodates

different modes of transmission and sex differences in selection

and migration. Results comparing the autosomes and X were

previously developed by Lasne et al. (2017), and are summarized

below. We are unaware of similar applications of Moran’s model

to genes with uniparental inheritance, although such applications

of Moran’s model are straightforward.

Following Moran (1959, 1962), we assume that there are

two equal-sized populations under selection for local adaptation

to a pair of habitats (one population in habitat 1, and the other

in habitat 2). The populations exchange migrants at equal rates.

For each model of inheritance, local adaptation is mediated by

a single locus with two alleles, A and a; allele A is favored in
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habitat 1 and allele a is favored in habitat 2. We assume that the

strength of selection is symmetrical between the habitats, and

that selection and dispersal parameters are small: s and d << 1,

where s is the selection coefficient against a locally maladaptive

allele, and d is the proportion of individuals that disperse in each

generation. For simplicity, we assume that alleles have additive

effects on local fitness, and selection is equal between the sexes

(sm = sf = s, although eqs. (1)–(4) allow for exploration of sex

differences in selection, i.e., sm � sf).

At equilibrium, the difference in allele frequency between the

two populations depends on the mode of linkage, the strength of

selection, and the pattern of sex-specific dispersal (denoted df and

dm for females and males, respectively). The equilibrium allele

frequency difference between populations at an mtDNA locus is:

δmito =
√

1 +
(

2d f

s f

)2

− 2d f

s f
. (1)

Equilibrium frequency difference for a Y-linked locus is:

δY =
√

1 +
(

2dm

sm

)2

− 2dm

sm
. (2)

Derivations of equations (1) and (2) are provided in

Appendix 1. Following Lasne et al. (2017), allele frequency di-

vergence equilibria for autosomal and X-linked loci, respectively,

are:

δA =

√√√√1 +
[

4
(
d f + dm

)
s f + sm

]2

− 4
(
d f + dm

)
s f + sm

, (3)

and

δX =

√√√√1 +
[

2
(
2d f + dm

)
s f + sm

]2

− 2
(
2d f + dm

)
s f + sm

. (4)

Note that these results can also be expressed in terms of stan-

dard FST statistics. For the jth mode of inheritance, and given the

symmetry of Moran’s model, FST = (δj)2.

To validate the analytical approximations, we carried out

Wright-Fisher simulations of the model, using exact deterministic

recursions to predict changes in genotype frequencies in each

generation, and multinomial sampling of genotype frequencies to

incorporate genetic drift. The life cycle of the simulations includes

the following series of events:

1. Within each habitat, random mating among Nm breeding males

and Nf breeding females yields offspring for the next genera-

tion, with adults dying after reproduction,

2. Offspring disperse after birth, with each male dispersing with

probability dm, and each female dispersing with probability df,

3. Local selection occurs within each habitat prior to

reproduction,

4. In each habitat, multinomial sampling of the predicted adult

genotype frequencies generates the breeding adults, complet-

ing the generational cycle.

Each simulation run was initiated with equal frequencies of

the two alleles within each of the two habitats. To eliminate the

effects of the initial conditions on the results, each simulation run

lasted 4Ne generations, where the effective population size, Ne,

is defined following standard theory (Hartl and Clark 2007, pp.

123–125):

Ne = 4Nm N f

N f + Nm
. (5)

Effective population size for autosomal genes is 2Ne, and the

effective size for X-linked genes is adjusted by a factor of:

9
(
N f + Nm

)
8

(
N f + 2Nm

) , (6)

which reduces to the familiar ¾ when Nf = Nm, and otherwise

ranges between 9/16 and 9/8. In the absence of genetic hitchhik-

ing, the effective population sizes for mitochondrial and Y-linked

genes are Nf and Nm, respectively. However, because Y chromo-

somes are nonrecombining and show markedly reduced levels of

diversity due to hitchhiking (Wilson-Sayres et al. 2014), Y-linked

genes are likely to be far more susceptible to genetic drift com-

pared to other regions of the genome. We therefore define the

Y-linked effective population size as NY = f Nm , where f, a con-

stant between 0 and 1, adjusts for elevated effects of hitchhiking

on the Y. All simulations were coded and run in R (R Core Team

2017).

POPULATION COLLECTION AND MAINTENANCE

Cline-end populations of D. melanogaster, from Melbourne (tem-

perate climate; latitude/longitude: −37.733/145.433) and Innis-

fail (tropical climate; −17.517/146.017), were collected in April

2016. For each population, 50 field-caught females were used to

initiate isofemale lines. In the second generation following field

collection, all lines were treated with tetracycline [0.3 mg·mL−1]

to eliminate the possible presence of Wolbachia. Mass-bred pop-

ulations were initiated in generation three by randomly sampling

10 virgin males and females from each of the 50 isofemale lines

and mixing them together. In generation four, the two mass-bred

populations were treated with chloramphenicol [25 mg·L−1]

and ampicillin [6 mg·mL−1] to further eliminate the presence

of microbial entities transmitted through the maternal lines

and that could have been responsible for some of the genetic

divergence between populations. As a consequence of these

antibiotic treatments, effects of the cytoplasmic environment are

limited to the mitochondrial genome. Subsequent generations
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Parental populations:

F1 cohorts:

A A
X X
c

P1
A A
X Y
c

A A
X Y
c

P2
A A
X X
c

A A
X X
c

A A
X Y
c

A A
X X
c

A A
X Y
c

F2 cohorts:

A A or A A or A A
X or X and Y

A A or A A or A A
Y and X or X
c

F1,1 F1,2

F2,1 F2,2

P2P1

c

Differ by their:
X-chromosome,

Y-chromosome and
cytoplasmic env.

“Full” adaptive
genetic divergence

Differ by their:
Y-chromosome and
cytoplasmic env.

Figure 1. Three-generation crossing scheme to isolate the influence of the autosomes (A), X-chromosome (X), Y-chromosome (Y),

and cytoplasmic environment (c, including mitochondria), on phenotypic divergence between two populations. Females from the P1

population (Melbourne; blue genetic background) are crossed with males from the P2 population (Innisfail; orange genetic background),

and reciprocally. Resulting F1,1 and F1,2 cohorts mate within their respective cohorts and result in F2,1 and F2,2 cohorts. Dotted green boxes

encompass genetic elements expected to be divergent between male populations/cohorts of same generation.

were propagated by randomly distributing emerging adult flies

from each population across five 250-mL bottles, each containing

60 mL of agar-dextrose-potato-yeast medium. Populations

were maintained at constant 25°C, 12:12 light:dark cycle, at

approximately 300 flies per bottle, ensuring a census population

size of about 1500 individuals.

POPULATION CROSSING SCHEME

To quantify the relative contributions of different elements of the

genome to population divergence in our focal traits, we carried out

a three-generation crossing scheme initiated by reciprocal crosses

between the two parental populations, Melbourne and Innisfail,

hereafter referred to as P1 and P2, respectively (Fig. 1).

Two generations prior to phenotyping, approximately 500

virgin P1 females and 500 P2 males were mass-crossed. We

used the same number of flies from each parental population for

reciprocal crosses (Fig. 1). The crosses resulted in two F1 cohorts,

labeled F1,1 and F1,2, which are derived from P1 mothers and

P2 mothers, respectively. We subsequently carried out crosses

using flies from within single F1 cohorts: the resulting F2 cohorts

were labeled F2,1 (produced from mothers and fathers from the

F1,1 cohort) and F2,2 (produced from mothers and fathers from

the F1,2 cohort). Under this crossing scheme: (1) males from P1

and P2 differ by population of origin for their entire genomes;

(2) F1,1 and F1,2 males differ for their X, Y and mitochondrial

genomes, and (3) F2,1 and F2,2 males systematically differ for

only their Y and mitochondrial genomes (Fig. 1). The comparison

of male trait values across all three experimental generations

provides information about the contributions of the autosomes,

X chromosome, Y chromosome, and mitochondrial genome, to

population divergence (see next and Fig. 1).

To phenotype all six experimental populations/cohorts to-

gether in the same generation (i.e., P1, P2, F1,1, F1,2, F2,1, and F2,2),

we repeated the reciprocal crosses between parental populations

one generation prior to experiments. Four days after all crosses

were initiated, parental populations (P1 × P1 and P2 × P2) and the

four remaining crosses (P1 × P2; P2 × P1; F1,1 × F1,1; F1,2 × F1,2)

were transferred into 250-mL specimen containers containing

blue-dyed media covered with live yeast to stimulate oviposition.

Adult flies were left to lay eggs overnight (for about 12 h) at

25°C and eggs were picked and transferred into vials containing

7 mL of media the next morning. Egg density was controlled

at exactly 20 eggs per vial for wing size, and approximately 50

eggs per vial for the stress resistance traits. Twenty-four hours
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posteclosion, males were separated from females under light CO2

anesthesia and allowed to recover for 48 h prior to phenotyping.

Our phenotyping experiments focus exclusively on males,

enabling us to obtain large sample sizes for precision estimates

of trait means in each experimental population/cohort. These

estimates are essential for quantifying the contributions of

the autosomes, X chromosome, mitochondrial genome, and

Y chromosome to phenotypic divergence between Melbourne

and Innisfail populations (see next). Our focus on males also

reflects the nature of the crossing design and inference approach

that we adopt. The design exploits the fact that males only

inherit one X chromosome—a feature of X-linked inheritance

that makes the crossing approach feasible for isolating effects of

the X on divergence relative to other regions of the genome (see

Carson and Lande 1984; Reinhold 1998; Mittleman et al. 2017).

TRAIT ASSAYS

All experiments were performed at a constant temperature,

25°C, between March and August 2017, spanning generations 26

and 36 of laboratory culture. For logistical reasons, starvation,

desiccation, and heat resistance assays were performed in two

experimental blocks in which all six populations/cohorts were

equally represented.

Wing size
For each experimental population/cohort, the right wing of about

470 males was removed with forceps and mounted onto glass

slides previously covered with double-sided tape. Each slide

was then covered with a glass cover slip to protect the wing

from damage during size measurements. A total of 2840 wings

were photographed using a Leica M80 stereomicroscope (Leica

Heerbugg, Switzerland) mounted with a digital camera. Using

the software tpsDIG2 (version 2.17 from Rohlf 2006), eight

vein landmarks were obtained for each wing. Landmark x and y

coordinates were then processed in CoordGen8 software (Sheets

2003) to estimate centroid size (the square root of the sum of

the squared distance between each landmark and the centroid),

which is a good proxy for wing size (Lasne et al. 2018).

Starvation resistance
Four days posteclosion, 625 males per population/cohort were

individually transferred from normal food medium into 40-mL

vials, each containing 7 mL of non-nutritive agar medium (Lasne

et al. 2018). For the entire duration of the experiment, vials were

covered with a wet towel to avoid desiccation. A total of 3738

individuals were tested for resistance to starvation stress at 25°C,

with mortality scored at eight-hour intervals until all flies died

(Lasne et al. 2018).

Heat resistance
Over 910 five-day-old males per population/cohort were pheno-

typed for heat resistance. Each fly was individually placed in a

5-mL glass vial and subsequently submerged into a water bath,

maintained at a constant temperature of 39°C. Heat resistance was

measured as heat knockdown time, the time taken for a fly to be-

come immobilized (Hoffmann et al. 2002; Lasne et al. 2018). The

heat resistance assays were performed over two blocks of 15 runs,

each with equal representation from the six populations/cohorts.

A total of 5480 flies were scored for their resistance to heat stress.

Desiccation resistance
A total of 315 five-day-old males of each population/cohort were

individually transferred into 5-mL glass vials, each covered with

fine gauze. Vials were subsequently distributed across three sealed

glass tanks (each population/cohort was equally represented

within each tank), containing silica gel to maintain relative humid-

ity between 1% and 5% at 25°C. A total of 1890 flies were checked

every hour until all flies died, with resistance to desiccation stress

measured as time until death (Hallas et al. 2002; Lasne et al. 2018).

DATA ANALYSIS

Population trait means
Levene and Shapiro-Wilk tests were used prior to statistical

analyses to confirm assumptions of homogeneity of variance

and normality in all four traits. Significant differences between

populations/cohorts were tested using linear models for all

stress resistance traits and wing size. Population, run (for heat

resistance), tank (for desiccation resistance), and block were

treated as fixed effects, with run and tank effects nested within

blocks. All statistical analyses were performed in R (R Core

Team 2017). For each population and trait, least square means

and standard errors of the means were extracted from the model

and used for subsequent index estimation analysis.

Estimates of chromosomal contributions to population
differentiation
Estimates of the relative contributions of the X, autosomes, and

mitochondrial genome to trait divergence between Melbourne

and Innisfail, can be obtained from our data under two simplify-

ing assumptions: that (1) chromosomes contribute additively to

population divergence for each trait (e.g., there is no dominance

or epistatic interactions between chromosomes from different

populations), and (2) Y-linked effects are negligible on those

same traits. We later validate these assumptions by performing

line cross analyses (see below). Moreover, assumption 2 is

likely to be true for our purposes: we focus on body size and

physiological traits that are relevant to survival under stress,

whereas the Drosophila Y chromosome primarily affects male

fertility (Charlesworth 2001; Chippindale and Rice 2001).
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Our general approach is similar to that of several previous

studies (see Carson and Lande 1984; Reinhold 1998; Mittleman

et al. 2017), but with modifications tailored to our crossing

scheme. Under the assumption stated above, we can calculate

the proportions of total trait divergence between populations that

are attributable to the X, autosomes, and mitochondrial genome

(see Appendix 2). The contribution of the X chromosome to trait

divergence is:

IX =
(
F̄1,1 − F̄1,2

) − (
F̄2,1 − F̄2,2

)
P̄1 − P̄2

, (7)

where terms with overbars denote the true mean breeding values

for a given trait in the parental populations and F1 and F2 cohorts.

The contribution of the autosomes to divergence is:

IA = 1 − F̄1,1 − F̄1,2

P̄1 − P̄2
. (8)

The contribution of the mitochondrial genome to divergence is:

IC = F̄2,1 − F̄2,2

P̄1 − P̄2
. (9)

Note that the Y-linked effects, should they exist, are expected to

inflate IA and dampen IC; IX will not be affected (see Appendix 2

for details).

Our experiments provide point estimates of the population

means for each experimental population, which we used to evalu-

ate equations (5)–(7). The error in each estimate of the population

trait mean contributes cumulatively to error in the overall estimate

of the divergence indices (eqs. (5)–(7)). To calculate confidence

intervals (CIs) for the index estimates, we modeled the distribu-

tion of the indices, given our data, by carrying out simulations in R

(R Core Team 2017). We modeled population means in equations

(5)–(7) as a series of independent random draws, each from a

normal distribution with mean and standard deviation equal to the

estimated mean and standard error for the given trait and popula-

tion (i.e., based on the population least square means and standard

errors of the means obtained from ANOVA; see above). Each

set of random draws for a trait yielded six simulated values for

population trait means (i.e., from populations P1, P2, and cohorts

F1,1, F1,2, F2,1, and F2,2), which were then used to calculate IX, IA,

and IC. This procedure was carried out 10 million times, resulting

in 10 million simulated indices, which we used to approximate

the distributions of IX, IA, and IC, given our data. In our results,

we present the median and 95% CI of these distributions.

LINE-CROSS ANALYSIS

The above indices can partition the contributions of the autosomes,

the X, and the mitochondrial genome to trait divergence, provided

these genomic regions contribute additively to phenotypic differ-

ences between cline-end populations. To validate this assumption,

and test for nonadditive effects (i.e., dominance and epistasis), we

carried out a line-cross analysis using the same dataset. We used

the R software package, SAGA (Blackmon and Demuth 2016),

to estimate the composite genetic effects (hereafter CGEs) con-

tributing to population divergence in each trait. The approach

uses corrected Akaike’s information criterion to explore all pos-

sible models of dominance and epistasis between chromosomes

and estimate the contribution of each CGE using model Akaike

weights. For each CGE, variable importance to population pheno-

typic divergence (vi) is calculated by summing Akaike weights of

all models in which the CGE occurs. CGEs with vi scores greater

than 0.5 are the most likely contributors to trait divergence be-

tween populations (for further details of the methodology, see

Blackmon and Demuth 2016; van Heerwaarden and Sgrò 2017).

Results
CHROMOSOME-SPECIFIC PREDICTIONS FOR

ADAPTIVE DIVERGENCE WITH GENE FLOW

Assuming equally strong selection at loci with different modes of

inheritance, theory predicts that autosomal genes will show lower

divergence between populations than genes on the X chromo-

some, Y chromosome, and mitochondrial genome (Fig. 2). When

males and females disperse at the same rate, adaptive divergence

is greatest for uniparentally transmitted loci (Y-linked and

mitochondrial genes), followed by X-linked loci (Fig. 2, middle

panel). Male-limited dispersal enhances population divergence

of mitochondrial and X-linked loci relative to those on the Y and

autosomes (Fig. 2, left panel). Female-limited dispersal enhances

Y-linked divergence, and leads to similarly low divergence for

X-linked, mitochondrial and autosomal genes (Fig. 2, right

panel).

Stochastic simulations show that the predictions of our

analytical models (eqs. (1)–(4)) provide excellent approximations

of chromosome-specific patterns of local adaptation as long as

the product of the effective population size and the strength of

selection is large (see Supporting Information Figs. S1–S8). In

contrast, when effective population size is small and selection

is weak relative to gene flow, drift dampens divergence between

populations (compare Supporting Information Figs. S1–S4, where

selection dominates in population divergence, with Supporting

Information Figs. S5–S8, where drift has a more pronounced

impact). Drift is expected to play a particularly pronounced role in

the evolution of Y-linked genes, due to both the reduced effective

population size of males compared to females and the heightened

impact of genetic hitchhiking on the Y compared to other regions

of a genome (Wilson-Sayres et al. 2014). Simulations that

take both of these issues into account show that the Y is less

likely to maintain polymorphism involved in local adaptation

compared to the autosomes, X chromosome, and mitochondrial

genome (Supporting Information Figs. S5–S8). Drift should,
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Figure 2. Adaptive divergence under migration-selection balance in population genetic models of local adaptation. Results are based

on equations (1) and (2) of the present study, and 5a and 5b of Lasne et al. (2017). Each panel shows how the relative strength of

migration and selection influences allele frequency differences between the two populations at an X-linked, Y-linked, and mitochondrial

locus relative to an autosomal locus. Migration is male-limited (left panel), equal between the sexes (middle panel), or female-limited

(right panel). The x-axis shows the sex-averaged migration rate relative the strength of selection (assumed equal between the sexes):

d/s = [(dm + df)/2]/s. Additional simulation results can be found in the Supporting Information (Figs. S1–S8).

therefore, dampen the predicted contribution of the Y to local

adaptation.

Estimates of sex-specific dispersal in Drosophila suggest that

species vary in their relative dispersal rates of females vs. males,

with similar rates of sex-specific dispersal in D. melanogaster

(reviewed in Markow and Castrezana 2000). In the absence of

chromosomal biases in the genetic basis of our four focal traits,

we therefore expect the mitochondrial genome and sex chromo-

somes to disproportionately contribute to adaptive divergence be-

tween our cline-end populations relative to their sizes within the

Drosophila genome. It is worth noting, however, that chromoso-

mal biases in gene content will modify these theoretical expecta-

tions, perhaps in a trait-by-trait manner. We return to this point in

the Discussion section.

CHROMOSOMAL INDICES OF GENETIC

DIFFERENTIATION

We found significant population differences in trait means for all

four traits (Table 1, Fig. 3A–D), with block, run, and tank identity

also having significant effects on the three stress resistance

traits (Table 1). The cline-end populations, Melbourne (P1) and

Innisfail (P2), were the most phenotypically divergent for all four

traits, with Melbourne males being larger and more resistant to

starvation and desiccation stress than Innisfail males. Males from

Innisfail were significantly more resistant to heat stress than

those from Melbourne. F1 and F2 cohorts were (phenotypically)

intermediate between the parental populations for wing size,

desiccation resistance, and starvation resistance (Fig. 3B–D),

whereas F1 cohorts were more resistant to heat stress than both

parental populations and F2 cohorts. It is worth noting that,

for each trait, levels of divergence between Melbourne and

Innisfail parental male populations are very similar to those

described in Lasne et al. (2018), suggesting that adaptive genetic

differentiation between populations is maintained despite being

in the laboratory for a number of generations.

The three divergence indices, IX, IA, and IC, are each expected

to have values between 0 and 1 as long as the X-linked, autosomal,

and mitochondrial genes all have concordant effects on trait

divergence between the cline-end populations. Such concordance

would occur, for example, if both autosomal and X-linked genes

sampled from Melbourne tend to increase wing size. Negative in-

dices or indices in excess of 1 indicate conflicting effects of differ-

ent chromosomes on trait divergence between populations (e.g.,

Melbourne-derived autosomal genes tend to increase, whereas X-

linked genes tend to decrease, wing size). With this in mind, Figure

3 shows that the relative contributions of the X, autosomes, and

mitochondrial genome to clinal divergence vary among the four

traits.

The autosomes contribute significantly to divergence

between cline-end populations for heat resistance, starvation

resistance, and wing size (i.e., the 95% CI for IA is greater than 0

for these three traits; Fig 3E,G,H). Autosomes are also estimated

to account for roughly 50% of population divergence in desicca-

tion resistance (median IA = 0.51), although the CI are too broad

to reject a hypothesis of no autosomal contribution to divergence

(Fig. 3F). Finally, autosomes contribute disproportionately to
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Table 1. Linear model testing for difference in wing size, starvation, heat, and desiccation resistance between populations/cohorts (i.e.,

P1, P2, F1,1, F1,2, F2,1, F2,2).

Trait Source df SS F P Value

Wing size (mm) Population 5 1.545 210.26 <0.001
Error 2834 4.165

Starvation resistance (hours) Population 5 41,504 23.354 <0.001
Block 1 3542 9.966 0.002
Error 3731 1,326,104

Heat knockdown time (minutes) Population 5 6084 14.71 <0.001
Block 1 8236 99.566 <0.001
Run (Block) 48 13,022 3.28 <0.001
Error 5425 448,726

Desiccation resistance (hours) Population 5 134.3 6.127 <0.001
Block 1 67.5 15.396 <0.001
Tank
(Block)

4 552 31.48 <0.001

Error 1879 8237.2

population divergence in two traits: heat resistance and wing

size (additive autosomal effects dominate in wing size diver-

gence, whereas autosomal dominance-by-dominance epistasis

dominates in heat resistance evolution; see below). For these

traits, autosomes account for more than 80% of the divergence

between Melbourne and Innisfail (whereas, only 80% of D.

melanogaster genes are autosomal).

The X chromosome does not significantly contribute to

divergence between the cline-end populations in any of the stress

resistance traits (i.e., the 95% CI for IX overlapped with 0 and IX

median � 0 in all three traits; Fig. 3E–G). Although we estimated

that the X chromosome accounts for about 8.5% of wing size

divergence between Melbourne and Innisfail, the 95% CI for

this trait overlaps with 0 (Fig. 3H) and the X contributes less to

divergence than expected given that roughly 20% of Drosophila

genes are X-linked (i.e., the upper 95% CI for IX is less

than 0.2).

Mitochondrial genes significantly contributed to divergence

between the cline-end populations in all three stress-resistance

traits but not in wing size. Their effects account for about 77%,

67%, and 30% of the divergence in desiccation, heat, and star-

vation resistance, respectively (Fig 3E–G). These results strongly

contrast with the small proportion of the Drosophila genome com-

prised by the mitochondrial genome.

For point of contrast, we also estimated the relative contribu-

tions of the X chromosomes and autosomes to divergence using

trait means from parental populations and the reciprocal F1 co-

horts. This approach, which neglects potential effects of the Y

chromosome and mitochondrial genome, has been widely used in

previous studies (see Reinhold 1998), yet it can yield upwardly

biased estimates of the contribution of the X to trait divergence

(Mittleman et al. 2017). Indeed, in our dataset, neglecting the F2

generation overestimates the contribution of the X chromosome

to divergence along the cline. Rather, analyses using the F1 ap-

proach (sensu Reinhold 1998) suggest that X-linked genes may

disproportionately contribute to divergence between Melbourne

and Innisfail in desiccation and starvation resistance, whereas the

full dataset implies the opposite (Fig. 3F,G: point estimates, shown

as open diamonds, are greater than the fraction of the Drosophila

genome that is X-linked).

ESTIMATES OF TRAIT GENETIC ARCHITECTURE

THROUGH LINE-CROSS ANALYSIS

To test for nonadditive effects between chromosomes, we

performed line-cross analyses using the full dataset. Divergence

in wing size and starvation resistance was predominantly

attributable to autosomal additive effects (Aa), with vi scores

of 0.92 and 0.68, respectively (Fig. 4; Supporting Information

Table S1), and no significant composite (epistatic) genetic effects

contributing to trait divergence (Fig. 4). In contrast to our initial

analysis based on chromosome indices, line-cross analysis can

isolate the additive effects of Y-linked and mitochondrial genes

on divergence (Ya and Ca in Fig. 4, respectively; the latter refers

to cytoplasmic-inherited maternal effects—the mitochondria

in our case; see Mather and Jinks 1982; Kearsey and Pooni

1996; Fox et al. 2004). Additive mitochondrial genetic effects

predominate in the genetic basis of divergence in desiccation

resistance (vi score = 0.97, Fig. 4). In addition, mitochondrial

additive effects were near-significant for starvation resistance (vi

score = 0.5, Fig. 4), although error bars barely overlapped with 0.

Finally, the genetic architecture of divergence in heat resistance

was, if anything, dominated by nonadditive genetic interactions
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Figure 3. Population trait means and corresponding divergence indices, IX, IA, and IC, for heat resistance, desiccation resistance, starvation

resistance, and wing size. Left column: populations/cohorts (P1, P2, F1,1, F1,2, F2,1, and F2,) trait means (+/− 1 SE) for (A) heat resistance

measured as heat knockdown time, (B) desiccation resistance measured as survival time, (C) starvation resistance measured as survival

time, and (D) wing size. The two parental populations, Melbourne (P1) and Innisfail (P2), are presented in blue and orange, respectively.

This color coding is propagated in F1 and F2 cohorts to signify the original maternal population (Melbourne or Innisfail). Right column:

black closed symbols represent IX, IA, and IC index medians (+/− 95% CI) for (E) heat resistance, (F) desiccation resistance, (G) starvation

resistance, and (H) wing size. For point of contrast, IX and IA values estimated using the approach of Reinhold (1998) are represented by

open symbols for all four traits (see discussion).
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Figure 4. Model weighted parameter estimates for wing size, starvation resistance, desiccation resistance, and heat resistance in

Drosophila melanogaster. The color of the bar indicates the variable importance (vi) score, from not important in light yellow to very

important in red. The height of each bar reflects the magnitude of each CGE and their error bars indicate unconditional standard errors

(see Blackmon and Demuth 2016). Additive effects: Aa, autosomal additive; Xa, X-linked additive; Ya, Y-linked additive; and Ca, additive

cytotype (mitochondria only in the present study). Nonadditive effects: Ad, autosomal dominance; Med, Dominance maternal; AaAa, au-

tosomal additive by additive epistasis; AdAd, autosomal dominance by dominance epistasis; XaAd, X-linked additive by autosomal

dominance epistasis; YaAd, Y-linked additive by autosomal dominance epistasis; YaXa, Y-linked additive by X-linked additive epistasis;

CaAd, additive cytotype by autosomal dominance epistasis; XaAd, X-linked additive by autosomal dominance epistasis; YaAd, Y-linked

additive by autosomal dominance epistasis.

(Fig. 4), with the highest vi score (vi = 0.46) for autosomal

dominance by dominance epistasis (AdAd). We note that there

was a high degree of model uncertainty regarding the genetic

basis of divergence in heat resistance. In none of the four traits

were X-linked or Y-linked genes found to importantly contribute

to population divergence.

Discussion
The different modes of inheritance and expression of autosomal,

sex-linked, and mitochondrial genes can potentially lead to

chromosomal disparities in the genomic basis of local adaptation

(Lasne et al. 2017; see above). Using simple population genetic

models of adaptation with gene flow, we predicted that chromo-

somes with sex-biased inheritance-–including the X chromosome,

Y chromosome, and mitochondrial genome-–should contribute

disproportionately to local adaptation, relative to their sizes

within the genome. We tested these predictions on four classic,

clinally diverged traits from east Australian D. melanogaster

populations.

We found that autosomal and mitochondrial genes con-

tribute substantially to adaptive divergence between cline-end

populations, whereas the X chromosome has, at most, a minor

influence on divergence in these traits. Our results, therefore, add

to accumulating evidence for the importance of the mitochondrial

genome in adaptation (e.g., Morales et al. 2015; James et al.

2016; Camus et al. 2017), while also raising questions about the

scope of “faster-X effects” in adaptive evolution (i.e., the extent to

which X-linked genes diverge more rapidly than autosomal genes

during adaptation; Presgraves, 2008, 2018; Meisel and Connallon

2013; Lasne et al. 2017; Charlesworth et al. 2018; Connallon

et al. 2018). Below, we discuss potential causes of misalignment

between some of our theoretical predictions and empirical

results, including potential effects of trait genetic architecture
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on chromosome-specific patterns of evolutionary divergence.

We also outline advantages of our empirical methodology for

quantifying the contributions of different chromosomal classes

within a genome to adaptive divergence, and provide suggestions

for future research on the genomic basis of local adaptation.

(MIS)ALIGNMENT BETWEEN THEORETICAL

PREDICTIONS AND EMPIRICAL PATTERNS

Population genetics theory predicts that X-linked genes will dis-

proportionately contribute to local adaptation, relative to autoso-

mal genes, under most conditions of sex-specific selection and

migration (see Fig. 2; Lasne et al. 2017; Connallon et al. 2018).

Likewise, Y and mitochondrial linkages are expected to facilitate

adaptive divergence between populations, relative to autosomal

genes, as long as sex differences in migration are not extreme

(see Fig. 2). From this theory, and assuming that loci poten-

tially responding to local selection are randomly distributed across

the genome, then the X chromosome and mitochondrial genome

should contribute more to adaptive divergence between popula-

tions than predicted from their relative sizes within the Drosophila

genome.

Although the CIs are too broad to reject a hypothesis of no

contribution of X-linked genes to divergence in three out of four

traits, the lack of evidence for a significant contribution of the

X chromosome to clinal divergence (median IX < 0.2 in all four

traits, and no significant X-linked effects in the line-cross analy-

sis) implies that genes affecting variation in these traits may in fact

be nonrandomly distributed across the genome, and in particular,

depauperate on the X. Indeed, previous studies suggest an impor-

tant role for autosomal inversion polymorphisms in adaptive trait

divergence along clines in D. melanogaster in North America

(Durmaz et al. 2018) and Australia (Weeks et al. 2002; Rako et al.

2006). Our field sampling strategy is expected to capture a repre-

sentative collection of genotypes from each of the cline-end pop-

ulations; based on previous studies of Australian D. melanogaster

populations, our samples are likely to include the inversions that

segregate across the cline (Anderson et al. 2005; Kolaczkowski

et al. 2011). Genomic differentiation between tropical and temper-

ate populations of Australian D. melanogaster has been linked to

these inversion polymorphisms (Turner et al. 2008; Kolaczkowski

et al. 2011; Fabian et al. 2012; Kapun et al. 2016). Inversion poly-

morphisms in D. melanogaster appear to be less common on the

X-chromosomes compared to the autosomes (Charlesworth et al.

1987; Kolaczkowski et al. 2011; Connallon et al. 2018; but see

Chakraborty et al. 2018), which may lead to fewer opportunities

for local adaptation by way of major segregating inversions.

Interestingly, we found that the mitochondrial genome

disproportionately contributed to adaptive divergence between

populations in the three stress resistance traits. Several other

lines of empirical evidence have emerged during the last

20 years to suggest that mitochondria may play an important role

in climatic adaptation (see Mishmar et al. 2003; Balloux et al.

2009; Morales et al. 2015; Camus et al. 2017). For example,

Camus et al. (2017) recently linked geographic variation in

mitochondrial haplogroups to clinal divergence in thermal

performance traits between tropical and temperate Australian

populations of D. melanogaster. Our study suggests that the

mitochondrial genome’s contribution to local adaptation may

not be limited to thermotolerance traits, but rather extends to

starvation resistance, desiccation resistance, and potentially other

physiological performance traits. These patterns are consistent

with theory, although the large effects of the mitochondrial

genome could imply that genes involved in climatic adaptation

are enriched in mitochondrial genomes.

TESTING FOR EFFECTS OF X-LINKAGE ON ADAPTIVE

PHENOTYPIC DIVERGENCE

Studies seeking to quantify the contribution of the X chromo-

some to adaptive trait divergence between populations have

traditionally used reciprocal crossing designs, where the trait

differences between the F1 hybrid male cohorts are compared to

differences between males from parental populations (Reinhold

1998). This inference approach rests upon two important

assumptions. First, the approach assumes that Y-linked and

cytoplasmic effects (including mitochondria) negligibly affect

trait divergence. However, neglecting the F2 generation leads to

spurious attribution of mitochondrial and Y-linked effects to the

X chromosome, creating a bias toward detecting large-X effects

in trait divergence (Mittleman et al. 2017; contrast open and filled

diamonds in Fig. 3E–H). A second key assumption is that the

chromosomes contribute additively to trait divergence between

populations. This assumption can be empirically validated using

line-cross analysis methods (an approach that we advocate),

although in practice, such validation is rare.

The line-cross analysis carried out here confirms that

Y-linked genes contribute negligibly to clinal divergence in body

size and stress resistance traits (as suggested by previous work in

Drosophila; see Chippindale and Rice 2001). The analysis also

validates the additivity assumption for three of the four traits that

we examined. Consistent with previous studies using Australian

cline-end populations of D. melanogaster, we found that a simple

autosomal additive model explained phenotypic divergence for

wing size (Gilchrist and Partridge 1999; van Heerwaarden and

Sgrò 2011). Autosomal and mitochondrial additive effects also

contributed to divergence for starvation resistance, whereas

mitochondrial additive effects predominated in divergence for

desiccation resistance. These results contrast with Kennington

et al. (2001), who found that epistatic effects better explained

population divergence for both traits (although these differences

could be due to the use of different cline-end populations and
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analytical approaches, that is, Joint-scaling in Kennington et al.

2001 vs. full information theory in the present study). Finally, in

agreement with van Heerwaarden and Sgrò (2011), autoso-

mal epistatic effects impacted population divergence in heat

resistance.

By focusing on traits that consistently display clinal diver-

gence by latitude in spite of strong gene flow (Kennington et al.

2003; Lasne et al. 2018), we sought to quantify the role of the

X, autosomes, and mitochondrial genome to adaptive phenotypic

divergence. Because direct evidence of adaptive divergence can

be difficult to acquire in other contexts of population differentia-

tion, many previous studies of X-linked divergence are based on

contexts of trait evolution where strong evidence for adaptation is

lacking (e.g., Reinhold 1998; for discussion, see Mittleman et al.

2017). Given the centrality of selection in maintaining stable trait

divergence with gene flow, clinal-diverged populations provide

exceptionally useful systems for testing theoretical predictions

about the role of X-linkage in facilitating adaptation (e.g., Lasne

et al. 2017; Connallon et al. 2018). Nevertheless, such experiments

are rare. Thus, further empirical work is needed before we can

draw any general conclusions regarding faster-X effects in local

adaptation. Indeed, conclusions of the current study, although use-

ful, are limited to our four focal traits, and to patterns of divergence

in males. Thankfully, the empirical approach that we take, and

which we advocate, is applicable to any species where common-

garden breeding experiments are feasible. The general tractability

of the approach opens the door to experiments in a wide range of

species that harbor sex chromosomes (e.g., Bachtrog et al. 2014).

APPENDIX 1
Contributions of Mitochondrial, Y, X-Linked and

Autosomal Genes to Local Adaptation

Predictions for the Y and mitochondria can be obtained by mod-

eling local adaptation in a haploid population and then taking

sex-specific migration and selection parameters into account.

Following Charlesworth and Charlesworth (2010, ch. 4), we

adapt the two-patch haploid model (based on Moran 1962), as-

suming that strengths of selection and population sizes are sym-

metrical between two subpopulations of the species, and that se-

lection and migration are weak (we can therefore ignore terms

of order O(s2, d2, sd) in the models, where s is the selection

coefficient and d is the dispersal rate).

The change in frequency due to migration in population 1 is

given by:

�q1(mig) = q1 (1 − d) + dq2 − q1 = d (q2 − q1) .

The change due to selection is:

�q1(sel) = sq1 (1 − q1) .

Because the model is symmetrical, q1 = 1 – q2, and the total

change in frequency across a generation is:

�q1 = �q1(sel) + �q1(mig) = sq1 (1 − q1) + d (1 − 2q1) .

At equilibrium (�q1 = 0), the frequency of the locally adapted

allele within population 1 is:

q̂1 =
1 − 2d

s +
√

1 + (
2d
s

)2

2
.

The allele frequency difference between population is:

δhap = q̂1 − q̂2 = 2q̂1 − 1 =
√

1 +
(

2d

s

)2

− 2d

s
.

When the locus is encoded in the mitochondria, we have:

δmito =
√

1 +
(

2d f

s f

)2

− 2d f

s f
.

And when the gene is Y-linked, we have:

δY =
√

1 +
(

2dm

sm

)2

− 2dm

sm
.

Autosomal and X-linked models are obtained from Lasne et al.

(2017):

δA =

√√√√1 +
[

4
(
d f + dm

)
s f + sm

]2

− 4
(
d f + dm

)
s f + sm

,

δX =

√√√√1 +
[

2
(
2d f + dm

)
s f + sm

]2

− 2
(
2d f + dm

)
s f + sm

.

APPENDIX 2
Estimating the Contribution of the X (and Other

Chromosomes) to Divergence

The true population means for autosomal (A), X-linked

(X), cytoplasm (C), and Y-linked (Y) genes in South-

ern and Northern populations (1 and 2) are given by:

Ā1, Ā2, X̄1, X̄2, C̄1, C̄2, Ȳ1, and Ȳ1. We define the population-

averaged effects of each chromosome as:

Ā = Ā1 + Ā2

2
,

X̄ = X̄1 + X̄2

2
,

C̄ = C̄1 + C̄2

2
,

Ȳ = Ȳ1 + Ȳ2

2
.
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The population differences are defined as:

δA = Ā2 − Ā1,

δX = X̄2 − X̄1,

δC = C̄2 − C̄1,

δY = Ȳ2 − Ȳ1.

Pure population phenotypes are given by:

P̄1 = Ā1 + X̄1 + C̄1 + Ȳ1

= Ā + X̄ + C̄ + Ȳ − δA

2
− δX

2
− δC

2
− δY

2
,

P̄2 = Ā2 + X̄2 + C̄2 + Ȳ2

= Ā + X̄ + C̄ + Ȳ + δA

2
+ δX

2
+ δC

2
+ δY

2
.

Assuming strictly additive effects across all chromosome combi-

nations, we can define the mean trait values among F1 males as

a function of the maternal and paternal populations of origin. F1

males with a mother from population i have mean phenotype F1,i.

Using the expressions from above, we have:

F̄1,1 = Ā1 + Ā2

2
+ X̄1 + C̄1 + Ȳ2

= Ā + X̄ + C̄ + Ȳ − δX

2
− δC

2
+ δY

2
,

F̄1,2 = Ā1 + Ā2

2
+ X̄2 + C̄2 + Ȳ1

= Ā + X̄ + C̄ + Ȳ + δX

2
+ δC

2
− δY

2
.

F2 individuals are produced by crossing F1s within maternal lines

(i.e., F1,2 males are crossed with F1,2 females, and likewise for F1,1

individuals). The average phenotype for F2 males with population

i grandmothers is F2,i. Using the expressions above, we have:

F̄2,1 = 1

4
Ā1 + 1

2

(
Ā1 + Ā2

2

)
+ 1

4
Ā2 + 1

2
X̄1 + 1

2
X̄2 + C̄1 + Ȳ2

= Ā + X̄ + C̄ + Ȳ − δC

2
+ δY

2
,

F̄2,2 = 1

4
Ā1 + 1

2

(
Ā1 + Ā2

2

)
+ 1

4
Ā2 + 1

2
X̄1 + 1

2
X̄2 + C̄2 + Ȳ1

= Ā + X̄ + C̄ + Ȳ + δC

2
− δY

2
.

Autosomal, X-linked, and cytoplasmic and Y-linked contributions

to population divergence in males can be partitioned as follows:

IA = 1 − F̄1,1 − F̄1,2

P̄1 − P̄2
= δA

δA + δX + δC + δY
+ 2εY ,

IX =
(
F̄1,1 − F̄1,2

) − (
F̄2,1 − F̄2,2

)
P̄1 − P̄2

= δX

δA + δX + δC + δY
,

IC = F̄2,1 − F̄2,2

P̄1 − P̄2
= δC

δA + δX + δC + δY
− εY ,

where:

εY = δY

δA + δX + δC + δY
.

IX provides a clear estimate of the contribution of the X chro-

mosome to population divergence. IA and IC do cleanly exclude

effects of Y-linked genes on divergence, yet they will capture

unbiased estimates of autosomal and cytoplasmic effects when

the Y contributes negligibly to divergence (e.g., εY = 0). Because

the Drosophila Y primarily affects traits directly linked to male

fertility (Charlesworth 2001), the assumption that the Y does not

contribute to divergence in body size, thermal performance, des-

iccation resistance, and starvation resistance in this species is

probably reasonable.

Following the logic of Orr (1998), we expect the set of deltas

to all have the same sign as long as divergence of the trait is driven

by natural selection. In this case, any Y chromosome effects will

inflate the inferred contribution of the autosomes to divergence,

and dampen the inferred contribution of the cytoplasm.
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